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Side One
Wills:

This is Brian Wills .

It is November 10, 1987,

and I'm in the office of former President Jimmy Carter at the
Jimmy Carter Library and Archives in Atlanta, Georgia.

First

of all, President Carter, let me thank you for meeting with
me.

I know you are a busy man and [have] got many projects,

and I appreciate you taking your time.

As you know, we're

going to talk today about D. W. [David William) Brooks.

I was

hoping that you might begin by talking about the circumstances
under which you first met Mr. Brooks, right at the beginning.
Carter:

Well, let me say, first of all, this is one of

my favorite subjects, D. W. Brooks.

I've talked about him to

many people around the world, all in very complimentary and
admiring terms.

Well, I first knew D.

farmer and dealing extensively
Then

I

was

Improvement

chairman

or

Association,

w.

Brooks when I was a

in certified peanut seeds .

president
which

was

of

the

Georgia

responsible

Crop

for

certified and registered and foundation seed in Georgia.
course,

D.

W.

Brooks

was

head

of

Gold

Kist

or

I

knew D. W. Brooks as I

Of

Cotton

Producers, which was one of the major seed producers.
also.

all

We

entered the governor's

office as a major figure in international agriculture and as
an adviser to presidents.
Harry

s Truman.

This was true even as far back as

Every president since Truman has used the
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world-w i de knowledge and influence of D. W. Brooks to benefit
our country.
When I

was president ,

as a matter of fact,

Gold Kist

leased Carter's Warehouse and operated it for (the) four years
that I was in the White House.

I was not involved in this

transaction, because my entire estate was put into the hands
of a trustee.

But , it was a pleasant relationship and again

showed ,

you know ,

recall,

I

was

common purpose.

invited to

When I

speak to

the

was governor,

I

Methodist General

Conference, which I think they have every four years .

D. W.

was the one who extended the invitation to me to make a
speech.

It

was

kind

of

an

extemporaneous

five-minute

presentation, but it was one of the best received speeches
I've ever made .

Later, when I began to run for president , Mr.

Brooks reminded some of the key Methodists, pastors and laymen
and laypersons , around the nation of my address , and it was a
good entree into strange communities that I wouldn't otherwise
have . . . that I wouldn't otherwise have found.
Wills:

Because you were a Baptist and you wouldn't have

had, maybe, that entree to the Methodists like that?
carter:
Wills:
carter :
Wills:

That's true .

Yes.

[Laughter)

And he's very active in the church.
Yes, he is.
That's very good.

running for governor ,

As governor, or when you were

did you seek out Mr.

Brooks for any
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special advice, or did he . . . was he able to help you in some
way that was, say, specially unique in terms of agriculture?
Carter:

Yes .

governor,

When I began to run for president in 19.

rather,

in

1970,

I

went

by

Gold

Kist

headquarters and talked to the leaders there, including D.
Brooks,

not particularly asking for their endorsement,

just asking for their counsel and advice.
know,

They were,

obviously willing to share that with me.

background was in agriculture,

w.
but
you

My whole

and I still have an intense

interest in agricultural problems in this country and in the
world.

But Gold Kist, as you know, has been a very bright

spot in the progress of Georgia agriculture.
the

founding

father

and

guiding

D. W. Brooks is

light of this

enormously

successful cooperative.
Wills:

I was just wondering if he might have helped in

some way with campaign advice, maybe telling you some things
that would work with Georgia farmers, maybe from an angle that
you wouldn't know, maybe from the cooperative angle.

I don't

know.
Carter:
that.

Well, I think I'd rather let D.

(Laughter)

w.

comment on

I can't claim that in 1970 he endorsed me,

privately or publicly, above other candidates.

But . . . and

knowing that Gold Kist has a very close tie with all their
regular customers, who are also stockholders in a cooperative,
it wasn't appropriate for me to ask the leader of Gold Kist
for a singular endorsement to the exclusion of all the other
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candidates.

It wouldn't have been good business, or one which

would've been proper for me to ask for.
Wills:

Was he able to play an advisory role in your

governor's term, in the administration?
Carter:

Yes, he was.

I called on him for advice, and he

was always not only willing, but eager to give it.
southeastern states a major responsibility of a

In the

governor,

certainly when I was in office and since then, has been to
expand Georgia markets, to see investments made in our state
from

outside

that

utilize

agricultural

products

as

raw

materials,

and also to sell Georgia agricultural products

overseas.

I traveled frequently in the Far East and in Europe

and in Latin America to market Georgia products.

D. W. Brooks

and Gold Kist were integrally involved in that process.
Wills:

So you were able to use some of his travels to

help you in expanding some of Georgia's contacts abroad.
Carter:

That's correct.

Wills:

That's

good.

When

you

decided

to

run

for

president, I know that you--any person that does that has to
check out and talk with some folks and at least get some
feedback.

Was he one of the people that you talked to in

getting some feedback?
Carter:
the

Yes, he was, and he was also supportive of me in

presidential

race;

there's

no

question

although it wasn't appropriate within Georgia.

about

that,

I don't think

he had any reticence in 1976 that it would be known among
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agricultural leaders, and also, of course, among legislators
in the

nation

president.

that

Then

I

was a

there

person who

were

some

would

national

be a

good

conventions

concerning crops like peanuts and cotton where I was invited
to make the keynote address or the key addresses, and this
would not have been possible for me had D.

W.

Brooks not

looked with favor on my campaign.
Wills:

I

know you and President (Gerald Rudolph)

Ford

(Jr.) got into many debates and discussions about agricultural
programs and different directions to go.
so heavily with human rights.

How were you able to balance

off human rights and agriculture?
because,

you know,

You were also tied

Was Mr. Brooks able to--

you would tie food exports,

480

Public

[Law) --and was he able to advise you on anything from his
private sector angle?
carter:

Yes.

By the time I

ran for president, D.

w.

Brooks had worked very closely with the presidents: Truman,
[Dwight David] Eisenhower, [John Fitzgerald] Kennedy, (Lyndon
Baines) Johnson, [Richard Milhous] Nixon, and had also helped
President Ford in an official capacity.
international

affairs

concerning

agriculture,

alleviation of starvation, or how P.L.
suffering was minimal.
with

that

as

a

So my knowledge of

480

or

the

was used to reduce

I had very little practical experience

governor.

But

Mr.

Brooks,

with

his

international contacts through Cotton Producers or Gold Kist,
and because of his active involvement in major blue ribbon
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commissions concerning

these

matters,

was

a

very

helpful

source of advice for me.
Wills:

You,

of course,

put him on the presidential

commission on world hunger • . .
Carter:

Yes.

Wills:

. With many other folks, and I was wondering

if he played any particular role in that that you can recall,
or something that would stand out from his--because I would
imagine that he would be the more senior member,

offering

advice rather than, maybe, as active as Harry [Forster ] Chapin
or somebody like that.
Wel l , this particular commission was one very

carter:

close to my heart, because of many reasons involved with human
rights.
the

D.

w.

Roosevelt

Brooks brought to the panel, who met with me in
Room,

which

is

right

adjacent

to

the oval

Office, not only sound judgment from practical experience on
how crops are grown or where food shortages are likely to
exist, [and] how international distribution of food grains in
particular can be made more efficient and timely, but he also
brought to that panel a historical perspective that others
didn't have.

He was able to say, "Look, we tried this in 1952

and it didn't work," or, "In 1960, we had a similar problem in
northwest Africa and this is what we did,
helpful

to

the

people

there. "

So

not

and it was very
only

his

current

knowledge, but also his long - term experience in alleviating
hunger was a unique contribution to that panel.
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Wills:
world- -

I know that he's very, very active in fighting

combatting

world

hunger,

and

always

seems

to

be

looking for a way to combat what he calls "stomach Communism, "
where he thinks that if people are hungry they're going to be
looking around for a new system that will meet their need.

So

I wanted to try to talk at least a few minutes about the World
Hunger Commission.

Do you think that he was able to.

I guess what I'm trying to say is was he able to bring the
private sector into--you know, work with the government?
mean,

part of--President [ Ronald Wilson]

I

Reagan is so busy

talking about the private sector as if no other president's
been able to generate any work from the private sector.
he able, through Gold Kist,

Was

to bring in some help from the

private sector, that, you know, this wasn't just a government
committee,

and

a

useless,

worthless

endeavor,

another

commission?
carter:

Yes, of course he was.

Although the P.L. 480

program and national government contributions get a
publicity,

lot of

the overwhelming distribution of food grains to

needy people has been through regular commercial channels.
This is where D.

w.

was so valuable, as I pointed out earlier.

He had practical experience in how food grains could move
through channels.

He also, I might add, had been able, over

a long period of time,

to establish better capabilities in

hunger stricken countries to produce their own food grains.
He could analyze through his contacts, some governmental, some
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through commercial channels, rainfall patterns, the movement
of people, the arability of land, which particular varieties
of

crops would

be more

sui table

to

a

country,

and

then

pinpoint in a fairly effective way the factors that prevented
them

from

being

self-sufficient

in

food

production.

Frequently it was a matter of providing farmers with moderate
quantities

of

suitable

connecting

the

farmers

fertilizers.
themselves

stations around the world,

Other
with

the

times

it was

experimental

particularly tropical and sub-

tropical regions, where good varieties were produced but never
got to the farm .
I

found,

interestingly enough,

Communist leaders also turned to D.

w.

that some of the key
Brooks for advice.

And

he was always very free with his advice as you noticed . . . as
you know.

Of course, one of his pet ideas, with which I agree

completely,

is that in a nation like China,

for instance,

letting farmers have the use of their own private plots would
greatly

increase the production of

agricultural products,

rather than having them all work under a common system, where
nobody is rewarded for outstanding work.

He let the Chinese

leaders know, through various international conferences and
private

conversations,

that

they

should

insert

in

their

agricultural society an increased element of free enterprise.
Fortunately,

I

think,

because of D.

W. 's advice,

this

is

exactly what the Communist leaders did, following the Cultural
Revolution,

and the benefits to them have been remarkable.
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Wills:

He went to China with Robert (Schwartz] Strauss,

didn't he?
Carter:
Wills:

Yes, he did.
Can you . . . ?

Carter:
over there

It was one of the first delegations that I sent
after

we

normalized diplomatic

relations

with

China.
Wills:
for.

Can you say something about that delegation, just

?

Carter:

Well, I wanted the delegation to be broad, you

know, broadly representative of American life, and able, not
only to learn from the Chinese, but also to learn about China,
and to give China beneficial advice on how our relationships
could be improved, and how life in China might be improved.
We not only--that was the main source of my previous comment
that

D.

w.

gave

them

beneficial

advice

in

agricultural

production, but we also established, for instance, in those
early days after normalization,

student exchange programs,

where Chinese students could come to our country.
out with

two

thousand.

or

three

hundred;

now

Wills:

have

over

twenty

This is the kind of things we did in that early

exchange of delegations and he was
delegation.

we

We started

a

key

person on

that

(Unintelligible]
Yes, sir.

All right, let me ask you real quickly

then, when the Iranian hostages were taken, and I've read in
Keeping Faith, that you had a diary entry that said that you
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had

instructed

cyrus

(Roberts)

delegation that included Mr.

Vance

Brooks.

to

go

meet

with

a

What was Mr . Brooks'

advice to you about the Iranian situation--I'm sure, because
he gives it on almost everything anyway .
advice, particularly about that?
having

him

meet

with

Did he give you any

What was your feeling about

that--Mr.

Vance--meet

with

that

committee?
Carter:

I believe that was a group of Methodist leaders,

who had advocated that we look more favorably on the.
don't recall the details of it.

. I

The only thing that I do

recall is that about a day or two days before we had the
rescue mission, and I recall thinking as the Methodists were
giving me a report on a resolution that had been passed at the
Methodist General

Conference,

concerning the Iran hostage

issue, that I was sitting there in the Cabinet Room listening
to them , knowing that the movement of our rescue mission had
already begun toward Iran.

I

don't.

my mind was not

focused on what the Methodists were saying, it was focused on.

Wills:

On them.

Carter:

. On the rescue mission.

I think it was

either a day or two days before the rescue mission took place.
Wills :

Did he comment to you--just one other thing- - on

the embargo that you had to put on the Soviet Union because of
the invasion of.

[Afghanistan]?
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Carter:

Not at the time.

But, you know, when we applied

the embargo, my intention was that it only relate to feed
grains, grain used to feed livestock in the Soviet Union.

I

never intended at the initial stages for the embargo to be
expanded to

include other agricultural products.

It was

expanded, and it was only in retrospect that I realized, you
know,

that it applied to many other agricultural products.

That was a--I can't say that I

would have done otherwise,

because we needed to show the Soviets that their invasion of
Afghanistan was not a profitable enterprise, and that they had
to stop their advance in Afghanistan.

We had to do everything

we could to strengthen the Afghan resistance fighters.

But

the damage to exporters of other agricultural products, like
in Gold Kist's case, enormous shipments of poultry, was an
unfortunate result of that embargo.
Wills:

Has he gotten you to go fishing with him?
Yes,

Carter:

he and I

go fishing at every possible

chance.
Wills:

He loves to fish .

Carter:
Brooks

to

me

I think one of the finest things about D. W.
is how

he

has

been

able

to meld his deep

religious convictions, his humanitarian inclinations, and his
superb mastery of agricultural production and distribution of
food and fiber to people in need.

There's a centrality of

commitment on his part that makes this uniquely valuable, not
only to our country,

but to those who benefited in other
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nations from his knowledge and experience and his compassion
for them.
Wills:

Well,

I

appreciate it .

I

know your time is

limited.
Carter:

Good.

I've enjoyed it.
End of Side One
END OF INTERVIEW

[ Cut off]
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